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Exxecutive Summary
S

Collars and Lo
oyal Boomers accounted
Neighhboring Blue C
% of the respon
ndents, respecctively.
for 288.9% and 38.5%

ok Tower Gardens (BTG) is located in Lake Wales,,
Bo
beetween Tampa and Orland
do, and offers the Singingg
To
ower, the gaardens, the Pine
P
Ridge Trail
T
and the
e
Pinewood Estate along with a visitor cente
er and a café..
n
50 acress of Olmsted Gardens
G
and iss
BTTG stretches nearly
bu
uilt on Iron Mountain,
M
one
e of the high
hest points in
n
Peeninsular Floriida. The Gardens is listed as a Nationall
Hiistoric Landmaark on the National Registter of Historicc
Places. BTG reco
orded 149,888
8 visits in 2011, slightly more
e
han its 2002‐20
010 average of 133,045.
th

BTG hhas faced a challenge of devveloping and m
maintaining
a cleaar and recognizzable identity over time. Resstating the
BTG i dentity is timeely. The gardeen is conceived as being
differeent in time an
nd space (enjo
oyment) with a pleasant
enviroonment and a convenient place of knowledge
(activiities). The meaning of the G
Gardens as con
nceived by
the suurvey responddents is clear: rest is joy and
d joy is the
resultt of actively co
o‐creating the G
Gardens. In other words,
who just visits to gaze or
the vi sitor is no longer a person w
to passsively wanderr through the Gardens, but a visitor is
an inndividual who
o would likee to be invvolved, to
underrstand, to learrn how nature can offer him
m a happier
and m
more completee life. This is a critical thinkin
ng process.
Bok’s story therefo
ore is not the garden but th
he cultural
landsccape.

Increasing total visitation is an
n important go
oal for BTG. Att
he request of BTG,
B
the Dick Pope
P
Sr. Institute for Tourism
m
th
Sttudies at the Rosen
R
College of Hospitality Managementt
att the Universityy of Central Flo
orida explored the impact off
vissitors’ experience on their post
p
behavioral intentions to
o
reeturn to the garden or to
o talk favorab
bly about the
e
gaarden. This re
eport is not an
a evaluation of efforts to
o
increase visitatiion. The repo
ort is exploratory in nature
e
o assist BTG management
m
in
n
with its central intent being to
op responsive
e
fraaming the vissitor experiencce and develo
an
nd proactive strategies to make
m
visits enjoyable and to
o
increase attendaance and reven
nues.

The s hift from gard
den to cultural landscape is demanded
one out of
by yo ungsters. Thiss group alreadyy constitutes o
d seems un
nderwhelmed by their
three visitors and
experrience at the BTTG. The younggsters’ experience can be
shapeed at two speccific points at tthe garden: the café and
souveenirs. The anallysis suggests tthat BTG shoulld consider
develooping visitor eexperiences th
hat reflect: liffestyle and
knowlledge based offerings; pro
omoting activiities more
effecttively to the yo
oungsters; and
d, paying moree attention
to thee intangible asspects of the ggarden experience, such
as staaff competenccy in shaping and facilitatiing stories
aboutt BTG.

Th
he research re
esults reveal that there are three distinctt
grroups visiting BTG. Group 1 is very afffluent, young,,
ed
ducated, first timers, and mainly
m
from th
he Lake Waless
arrea. These re
espondents se
eem to be explorers
e
and
d
ad
dventurers and
d are named th
he Young Explo
orers. Group 2
is blue collar, young,
y
less educated, and iss mainly from
m
a Lakeland (27%). This group is lookingg
Orrlando (27%) and
fo
or something to
t do and is called
c
the Neiighboring Bluee
Co
ollars. Group 3 is mature, lo
oyal, educated
d and affluentt
an
nd is predominantly from the Lake Wales area. Thiss
grroup is called the Loyal Boo
omers. The Yo
oung Explorerss
reepresented 32.6% of the to
otal responden
nts, while the
e

The pprogram for reelevance bearrs the message that the
purpoose of the creaation of Bok w
was not just crreating but
that itt has an end, a goal. The garrden was so crreated that
we m
may find reest within th
he garden vvisit while
accom
mplishing joy. It is the maain task of th
he current
mana gement to create reality b
beyond that off beautiful
~1~
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vission – not by changing
c
the physical
p
configguration of the
e
gaarden, but by shaping the outcome
o
of th
he experience..
Th
hat outcome promulgates a search for meaning forr
yo
ounger visitorss and a reflection of meaningg for the more
e
mature visitor.

perience in
there is paucity in exploring the gardening exp
the coountry.1
The rreport builds on the ‘Mo
ountain Lake Sanctuary’
Reporrt by Edward M
M. Weyer, Jr. of 1955 and tthe Master
Plan oof 2011. The report does differ, howevver, in one
fundaamental way from those studies: whilee previous
reportts had as ttheir frame o
of reference a supply
persp ective, this reeport has the visitors’ persspective in
mind. The visitors’ experiences are at the heeart of our
investtigation. In otther words, tthe report explores the
naturee and scope of the visitorr experience w
within the
conte xt of BTG.

Purpose and Background of the
e Study
his report explores the quality of service performance,,
Th
saatisfaction and
d future intenttion to visit th
he Bok Towerr
Gaardens (BTG). Ensuring satisfactory visito
or experiencess
fo
orms a crucial role
r
in determ
mining the longg‐term viabilityy
an
nd success of
o BTG. Unde
erstanding th
he impact off
exxperience on post
p
behavioral intentions aim
ms to help the
e
BTTG management frame th
he visitor exxperience and
d
deevelop responssive and proactive strategies to make visitss
en
njoyable and to
o increase atte
endance and re
evenues.

nces took placee from May
The exxploration of tthese experien
2011 to June 20122 and included
d nine visits to
o the site,
multipple talks witth the manaagement, onee mystery
shoppping, two focus groups, on‐ssite survey colllections in
the m
months of May and June 2012
2.2 The DPITS sshared and
discusssed with man
nagement an interim report about the
challeenges facing B
BTG in Decem
mber 2011.3 TThe report
frameed BTG’s mostt important challenges of tthe future,
and laaid the found
dation for furtther investigattion in the
follow
wing months.

Th
he report is th
he outcome off a partnership
p between the
e
Diick Pope Sr. In
nstitute for Tou
urism Studies (DPITS) at the
e
Ro
osen College of Hospitality Managem
ment at the
e
Un
niversity of Ce
entral Florida and the Bok Tower
T
Garden
n
M
Management. The DPITS is the
e research arm
m of the Rosen
n
Co
ollege that conducts extensive research for
f public and
d
prrivate enterprrises locally and globally.. For furtherr
information, ple
ease visit the lin
nk:

A variiety of quantittative and quaalitative techniiques were
used tto analyze thee data that was collected. Quantitative
techn iques includeed factor analysis, clusterr analysis,
on, cointegrattion and an
nalysis of
multipple regressio
variannce. Several qualitative tech
hniques were employed,

earch/dick‐pop
pe‐sr‐institute‐
htttp://hospitalitty.ucf.edu/rese
fo
or‐tourism‐stud
dies/
Th
he BTG managgement underr the leadership of its CEO,,
Daavid Price, aim
ms at keeping the Garden re
elevant in the
e
co
ontext of the fluid environme
ent. The BTG management
m
iss
sh
howing foresigght in commisssioning this study
s
because
e

1

This pproject was includedd in the PhD coursse Foundations in H
Hospitality and
Tourism
m Research taught byy Dr. Robertico Croees as a class project in the 2011 fall
semesteer. The following stuudents participated in the project: Valeeriya Shapoval,
Nancy KKageyama, Milos Bujjisic, Anil Bilgiham and Eric Olson. The D
DPITS managed
the proj ect since last springg on a pro‐bono basis and Dr. Manuel Rivera and Jenna
oordinator. We are iindebted to the
Lee was assigned to the prooject as the DPITS co
University of Florida..
helpful ccomments of Dr. Kelly Semrad from the U
2

The viisits took place onn May 11, August 112, and October 1 of 2011, and
in 20122 on January 15, Feebruary 10, March
h 2, May 11, May 226 and June
10.
3

See, Book Tower Gardens: PProposed Study (20111).
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including unstrructured interrviews, focus groups, and
d
bservations (i.e. mystery shopping). Additionally,
A
a
ob
fo
ormal literaturre review of research waas conducted..
So
ources for this literature review include
ed periodicals,,
journal articles,, marketing materials,
m
pre
evious reportss
bout Bok Tow
wer Gardens,, photographss, and otherr
ab
reelevant informaation.

ntral Florida reegion. Leu
Gardeens) that existts in the Cen
Gardeens is located iin Orlando. BTTG charges adm
mission for
$12.0 0 per adult, w
while Leu Garrdens charges $7.00 per
adult..
was a very p
popular attracction in Central Florida
BTG w
duringg its history. In
n 1953, for exxample, 667,12
24 persons
visitedd the garden, w
which accordin
ng to the Weyeer’s report,
repressented one‐fo
ourth of the ttotal number of tourists
enteriing Florida byy car. The popularity of the garden
wanedd during the nineties and the first decaade of this
centu ry, reaching itts lowest point in 2005 with
h less than
110,0 00 visitors. Aftter 2005, the ggarden has wittnessed an
48,888s in 20
011. These
increaase in visitorss reaching 14
numbbers are respectable comparred to garden visiting in
generral. For examp
ple, in England the average number of
visits per garden in 2000 was 54,6
680. Despite tthis steady
not certain
growtth during the past seven years, it is n
whethher the garden
n is able to reacch the same visitors level
again.. Unfortunatelly, BTG moved
d from one o
of the core
attracctions of Centraal Florida to itss periphery.

Th
he detailed exxploration proccess was nece
essary because
e
th
he visitors’ experience was ne
ever before the center piece
e
off a systematic exploration at
a BTG. Reporrts in the pastt
weere founded on
o a supply orientation,
o
which is in line
e
with the studiess about garden
ns in general. In
n addition, the
e
B in the tou
urism industry in Florida also
o
waaning role of BTG
deemands a bettter understan
nding of the garden
g
visitorr
exxperience in conjunction
c
with BTG long‐tterm viability..
Finally, the exp
ploration of th
he visitor exp
perience could
d
hed more ligh
ht in the de
evelopment of the garden
n
sh
atttraction marke
et.
BTTG is located
d in Lake Waales, between
n Tampa and
d
Orrlando, and offfers the Singing Tower, the
e gardens, the
e
Pine Ridge Trail and the Pinewood Estate along with a
nd an on‐goin
ng calendar off
vissitor center and a café, an
evvents. The faciilities operate year round an
nd the garden
n
stretches nearlyy 50 acres of Olmsted
O
Gardens and is builtt
n Iron Mountaain, one of the
e highest pointts in Peninsulaa
on
Flo
orida. The Gardens is listted as a Nattional Historicc
Laandmark on the
e National Reggister of Historiic Places.
Th
he garden’s mission is to shaare a gift of a beautiful and
d
seerene garden with music, architecture,, and nature
e
(d
donated by Ed
dward Bok, a Dutch immigrant), so thatt
vissitors will be in
nspired by his vision: “Make you the world
d
a bit better or more
m
beautifu
ul because you
u have lived in
n
it””.
BTTG is one of the
t twenty se
even gardens offered
o
in the
e
Sttate of Floridaa and only one of two (the
e other is Leu
u
~3~
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ministered survvey to be
cente r, they receivve a self‐adm
me desk when leaving the p
premises of
returnned at the sam
the gaarden. BTG’s ssurvey consistss of eight quesstions such
as priimary reason for visit to P
Polk County, n
number of
peopl e in age grou
up, previous vvisit to the gaarden, and
on.
sourcee of informatio

The Paucityy in BTG Im
mage
planation for the
t gravitation
n towards the
e
A plausible exp
peeriphery is the challenge in establishingg a clear and
d
reecognizable offfering over time. The Weyer’s
W
reportt
already noted th
his paucity in the image of the
t product in
n
onstructing its aim as “to suggest
s
ways in which the
e
co
saanctuary migh
ht be develop
ped within th
he context off
Ed
dward’s Bok motives and personality…
… (p.12). BTG
G
witnessed two name changes between 20
004 and 2008‐‐
ens to Sanctuary in 2004 and
a then from
m
firrst from Garde
Saanctuary back to
t Gardens in 2008. This bacck and forth in
n
naame changing signals a strugggle in restatin
ng the identityy
off the garden. Several recen
nt discussions with the BTG
G
management also revealed th
hat defining th
he meaning off
ential for the viability
v
of the
e
BTTG beyond its charm is esse
gaarden.

BTG’s survey relatees however to
o broad visitor and visit
ure. The survey does not
profiliing and is desccriptive in natu
facilitaate inferentiaal analysis thu
us hampering a deeper
underrstanding of th
he nature and sscope of the eexperiential
aspeccts of the vissit at the garrden. In particular, the
he service qu
uality and h
how these
perce ptions of th
nce the behavvioral intentio
ons of the
perce ptions influen
guestss have not been well represented in BTG
mana gement decisio
on‐making.
Servicce consists off a complex combination of guests’
perce ptions of quuality, emotional state and
d external
factorrs such as thee weather orr the behavior of other
guestss. Satisfaction towards servvice hinges up
pon overall
feelin gs about the service, site, experience, o
or activity.
Additiionally, the eexperience or activity undeertaken by
guestss is self‐guided
d and guests eengage most o
of the time
in paassive recreattion and freee‐choice learn
ning while
visitinng the gardden. Understaanding the important
attrib utes of servicce quality and
d the factors iinfluencing
the eexperience is crucial in m
maintaining sttrategically
targetted visitation leevels at BTG.

An
nother plaussible explanation is the paucity in
n
un
nderstanding the fluidity in leisure taastes, trends,,
atttitudes and expectations off visitors. Agaiin, this theme
e
waas touched upon in the Weyer’s
W
report but was nott
em
mpirically exam
mined. It is no
ot clear wheth
her the Masterr
Plan of 2011 exp
plored this theme, although the
t premise off
he Master Plan
n was that taastes and prefferences were
e
th
4
ch
hanging. Surely, that is the
e reason for re
enovating and
d
reevitalizing the gardens!
g
While
e the focus on the hardware
e
off the garden ce
ertainly contributes to the embellishment
e
t
off the garden, it misses an
n important aspect
a
of anyy
offfering: the intangible sides of
o a product, such
s
as service
e
qu
uality and visito
or experience.
Th
he BTG manaagement reco
ognizes the im
mportance off
un
nderstanding garden
g
visitorss’ experiences,, as witnessed
d
byy BTG adminisstered survey to track visito
ors’ feedback..
W
When visitors approach
a
the welcome
w
deskk at the visitorr
4

BTG (2011). 2011 Masster Plan.
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udy employed univariate
visitorrs’ data from BTG. The stu
unit rroot tests5 to investigate th
he nature and effects of
shockks in visitors mo
onthly data fro
om 1990‐2011. To have a
cleareer vision of trend structu
ure we eliminated the
variannce structure by logarithmic transformation of the
seriess. The results indicate thatt the garden visits are
determ
ministic trend stationary wiith a structuraal break in
2005.
This means any shoccks (e.g., hurrricane or
n) will only
investtments in the infrastructure of the garden
have a temporary o
or transitory efffect on the growth rate
of vissits. The lack of persistencce may be due to the
relativvely high rep
peat visitation pattern an
nd loyalty
detectted at the garden. The bussiness implicattion is, for
exampple, that prom
motion effortss and expend
ditures will
only hhave temporarry effects, imp
plying that thee efforts in
this fieeld should be permanent.

The Double
e Edged Sw
word in Vissitors
D
Demand to BTG
he BTG manaagement has been so far successful in
n
Th
reeversing the de
eclining trend in arrivals maanifested since
e
th
he early ninetie
es and the first part of the 21
2 st century. In
n
20
011, BTG received nearly 150,000 visittors, a 5.24%
%
increase compared to 2009. The
T garden re
eceived 13,043
3
onthly average
e, with a stand
dard deviation
n
vissitors on a mo
off 6744. The V‐shape in Figu
ure 1 below attests
a
to thatt
reemarkable acccomplishment. Reversing this
t
decliningg
treend in the BTTG market occurred within the
t context off
deeclining trendss in the garde
ening market, the outdoorss
market in the co
ountry, and the
e great recessio
on.
W
We investigated
d which month
hs were the mo
ost productive
e
feeders in the level of visits during the tiime reviewed..
O
has been
b
the mostt
Taable 1 below reveals that October
prroductive month for the gard
den with an ave
erage increase
e
off 65.8% during 1990‐2011, fo
ollowed by Feb
bruary (53.7%))
an
nd November (40.1%).
(
On the other hand, June (‐46.6%),,
fo
ollowed by Aprril (‐27.4%) and August (‐26.2%) were the
e
least productive
e months show
wing a declining trend overr
tim
me. The most volatile month
hs at the garde
en revealed byy
th
he data are July, Septemberr and January in descendingg
orrder. The mo
ost stable mo
onths ‐either increasing orr
deecreasing average change‐‐ are June, April,
A
August,,
Feebruary and May in terms of visits (see Table 1).

1990‐2011
Figuree 1 Visitation 1

Ho
owever, the upward trend has
h not been able to offsett
th
he steep declines manifestted during the nineties to
o
cu
urrent. From 1990‐2011
1
the
e annual averaage change in
n
vissitors has bee
en almost flatt (‐0.0044). Th
he amount off
14
49,888 visitorss in 2011 is slightly below the
t 2000‐2010
0
avverage of 153,4
478. There are
e two potential and plausible
e
reeasons to exp
plain the patttern previouslly mentioned..
First, there is a lack of persistence in the properties off

5

Augmeented Dickey‐Fuller ((1979, 1981) and Phiillips‐Perron (1988) ttests were used
to deterrmine the presence oof unit roots in the d
data sets (Dickey‐Fulller, 1979, 1981;
Phillips‐PPerron, 1988). Two iinformation criteria ((Akaike Information criteria and the
Schwarzz Bayesian Informatioon criteria) were useed to remove any seerial correlation
in the reesiduals thereby avo iding a Type 1 error of rejecting the unitt root tests’ null
hypotheesis. The tests were conducted both at tthe level and log forrm of visits and
the resuults were that both seeries were stationaryy.
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An
nd second, th
he visiting paatterns duringg those yearss
indicate a high volatility.
v
There
e are significan
nt variations in
n
he monthly vissitation level at
a the garden. For example,,
th
th
he Coefficient of Variation (C
CV) is ‐22.8846
6, indicating a
high level of volatility in the
e visitor num
mbers. Table 1
he variation in monthly grow
wth patterns att
beelow depicts th
th
he garden. For example, one may compare
e the month off
Au
ugust and De
ecember of 2011
2
and obsserve a huge
e
disparity in visittors’ numberss (May receive
ed 4840 while
e
1
visitors)).
Deecember had 19,836

signifiicant negativee lower level of visits com
mpared to
Decem
mber (p<.001). The month
hs of January (p=0.5496)
and M
May (p=.2561) were statisticcally insignificaant. A clear
patterrn is thus revvealed: three months of higgh level of
visits reversed by th
he following fivve months.
nalysis also cconfirmed thee previous
A coiintegration an
patterrn. Quarterly d
dummies weree regressed on
n the level
of vis its. The first q
quarter of thee year reported a higher
76) compared to the last
positivve mean (coefff= 0.247; t=8.7
quarteer (includes December), w
while the thirrd quarter
reportted negativee means (coeff=‐0.264; t=‐7.42).
Howeever, when the quarterly dum
mmies were reggressed on
changges in visits, tthe first quarrter was not significant,
while the second an
nd third quarteers were negattive (‐0.214
nificant (t=‐5.9
93 and t=‐
and ‐‐0.197) and sttatistically sign
6.87). The second clear pattern is thus that tthe second
and third quarteers have thee greatest iimpact in
mining the maagnitude and d
direction of thee change in
determ
visits to the garden
n. Changes in tthe level of viisits to the
gardeen since 2005 have been errratic, showingg levels of
by a reversal in changes. Since 2009,
increaase followed b
howevver, the trendss in changes seeem steadily in
ncreasing.

Table 1 Volatiility of Visits
Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Total

Avverage of Delta
0.0755
0.5369
0.1728
‐0.2742
‐0.1571
‐0.4663
0.0149
‐0.2624
0.0176
0.6576
0.4013
0.1971
0.0779

SD Delta
0.2091
0.2897
0.2026
0.1242
0.1191
0.1266
0.1822
0.1506
0.1607
0.7618
0.4136
0.2054
0.4395

CV Delta
2.7706
0.5396
1.1725
‐0.4529
‐0.7583
‐0.2715
12.2003
‐0.5738
9.1128
1.1585
1.0305
1.0426
5.6416

BTG iss exposed to a pronounced influence of sseasonality
in its operations an
nd business. D
Determining its plausible
on for the management.
causees is of strateggic consideratio
The sstudy explored
d the extent to which the garden is
depenndent on weatther and climaate. The unit of analysis
was m
monthly averagge temperaturre and not precipitation.6
Both the level off visits and cchanges in vvisits were
regresssed (through
h a cointegraation analysiss) on the
tempeerature, inclu
uding a quadratic specifiication of
tempeerature. The latter aimed to assess thee effect of
changges in temperaature; in other words, if it getts warmer,

he high volatiliity is also an in
ndication of th
he presence off
Th
high seasonalityy. The pattern
n reflects form
ms of monthlyy
seeasonality. The
e potential pre
esence of seassonality in the
e
deemand pattern
ns of the gard
den requires a more formall
an
nalysis. The demand patternss were gauged from monthlyy
vissits from January 1990 to December
D
2011
1, due to dataa
avvailability. The
e analysis reve
eals a recurre
ent pattern off
seeasonality: the
e months from February to
t April show
w
higher levels off visits comparred to December (p=0.000),,
while the mon
nths from Ju
uly to Novem
mber indicate
e

6

Sourrce: http://ww
ww.ncdc.noaa.ggov/cdo‐web/ssearch.
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it first may attraact more visitors until it gets too warm and
d
starts attracting less visitors.

On th e other hand, the cointegrattion analysis reeveals that
he garden has a strong
habit or past expeerience with th
p (0.704 and t=13.79) on thee level and
positivve relationship
patterrns of visits. This suggestts that the eexperience
accum
mulated duringg the visit at the garden is a strong
predicctor of futuree behavior. Ho
owever, past eexperience
has a negative effecct on changes in the visit levvel (coeff=‐
0.588 and t=‐8.33)). This seemingly inconsisttent result
suggeests that the eexperiential asspect of the vvisit at the
gardeen has impo
ortant clues in understan
nding the
ns of the visitor.
behavvioral intention

Bo
oth the tem
mperature (‐0
0.472) and the squared
d
teemperature (‐0
0.655) were statistically
s
inssignificant (t=‐‐
1.65 and t=‐1.10
0) suggesting th
hat the weathe
er at first sightt
do
oes not influen
nce the level of
o visits. When
n assessing the
e
im
mpact of the weather on visit changes,, temperature
e
vaariance did nott influence vissitor patterns. Indeed, when
n
wee compared the
t highest temperature reccorded at the
e
gaarden (87.5F) in March 2002,, the total amo
ount of visitorss
waas 27,223, mo
ore than twice
e the average monthly visitt
du
uring the time span review
wed.7 On the
e other hand,,
sim
milar high te
emperatures corresponded
d with fewerr
vissitors, such ass 86.8F in July 2004 and 660
04. The lack off
syystematic effeccts of the weather on visitt levels at the
e
gaarden suggestss some manage
ement implicattions. Monthlyy
arrrivals of visittors do not seem
s
to be influenced byy
monthly average temperature
e. Therefore a hot day or a
m to affect the overall arrivall
streak of hot days do not seem
umber of visito
ors for a whole month.
nu

7

V
Visitation demand patterns are also affected by institu
utional factors,
such as school vacattions, holidays, spe
ecial events, etc. These
T
factors are
rellated to human be
ehavior and consumer decision‐makking (e.g., decidingg
on
n the appropriate time
t
to visit the gaardens). Because demand
d
patterns
aree the result of the complex interdep
pendency of such factors,
f
it seems
reaasonable to addre
ess overall consum
mer experience as the
t unit of
analysis, which is a more
m
robust form of measurement as
a opposed to the
p
factors se
eparately.
consideration of all possible
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The Survey
he study app
plied a surve
ey instrument to acquire
e
Th
information fro
om visitors to
o BTG and to
o gauge theirr
t gardens, th
heir level of saatisfaction and
d
peerceptions of the
8
beehavioral inten
ntions. The su
urvey design emanates from
m
a theoretical framework founded on a motivation
n
pproach and investigates a number of predictors forr
ap
gaarden visitingg. The surveyy consists of
o thirty‐eightt
qu
uestions that include items asking about
a
overalll
exxperience, percception of the quality of servvices, levels off
saatisfaction, perception of price, perceptio
on of quality,,
an
nd behavioral intention. Examples of exp
perience itemss
arre; the experie
ence has made me more kn
nowledgeable;;
th
he setting wass very attractiive; the enterrtainment wass
caaptivating; and at Bok Tower Gardens I feltt like I was in a
different time or place. Perception of the quality off
bout quality off information and
a employee
e
seervices asks ab
seervice, while satisfaction
s
dimension inclu
udes hours off
op
peration, prom
motional mate
erial, and road
d layouts, etc..
Th
he survey askss perception of
o price and qu
uality on food
d
an
nd beverage, souvenirs and
d plants. Lasttly, behaviorall
intention dimen
nsion inquires about the viisitors’ overalll
saatisfaction, futture intention to come bacck within one
e
yeear, and intention to spread positive
p
word‐o
of‐mouth.

8

The survey is embedd
ded in a theoretical framework designed by the PhD class lastt
fall and was discussed
d with the BTG man
nagement in Decem
mber 2011. See, Bokk
wer Gardens: Propossed Study.
Tow
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A total of 282 surveys were collected,
c
but only
o
248 were
e
deeemed useab
ble for quaantitative daata analysis.9
Peerceptions of service
s
qualityy plus demographic profiles,,
exxperience, sattisfaction and
d measures of
o behaviorall
intentions post‐visit were asse
essed from the
e respondents..
d
Exxploratory facctor analysis of 22 visittors’ defined
atttributes of service quality, experience an
nd satisfaction
n
waas used to id
dentify underlying dimensio
ons of service
e
qu
uality, experien
nce, and satisffaction. Visitors were to rate
e
th
heir level of agreement with a stateme
ent about an
n
atttribute. All the
e ratings were
e on a five‐point Likert scale
e
ranging from 1 strongly disagree to 5 strongly agree (see
e
urvey in Annex).
Su

and m
may be expeected to havee a positive iimpact on
dema nd for garden
ning visits in the future. Thiis segment
neral trends in gardening
profilee is consistentt with the gen
visits around the w
world that seem
m to appeal to
o an aging
popul ation.
More than half of the respondentts (56%) have visited the
mes, indicating a significant ccomponent
gardeen multiple tim
0% of the
of loyyalty to the garden. For example, 20
respo ndents have visited the ggarden more than nine
percent of
times . On the otther hand, forty three p
ng majority
respo ndents were first timers. Thee overwhelmin
of reespondents (778%) visited the gardenss without
childrren. Table 2 provides a summary of key
characcteristics of vissitors.

Reegressions we
ere then used to identify the
t
significantt
prredictive effectts of service qu
uality for overall satisfaction
n
an
nd behavioral intentions after the visit.

The ooverwhelming majority of rrespondents (8
86%) were
from the State of FFlorida. Nearly half of the reespondents
0 miles away from the
from Florida were less than 60
dents were
gardeens (47%), whiile four out of ten respond
38%). Lake
less t han 40 miles away from tthe gardens (3
nter Haven
Alfredd and Lake Waales (16%), folllowed by Win
(7%), Orlando (6%) and Lakelan
nd (6%) were the most
ding to the
imporrtant feeder reegions to the ggarden, accord
respo ndents. Only seven percen
nt of respondents were
w Jersey, New
w York and
from other states, such as New
Ohio; and four perceent were oversseas visitors.

Seegment Prrofile
Th
he gender disstribution of the responde
ents was 69.6
6
peercent female and 30.4 perrcent male. Th
he majority off
reespondents we
ere highly edu
ucated with 50%
5
having att
least a college degree. The higher
h
level off education off
h
levels of
o income; thatt
reespondents maay explain the higher
is,, 63% of the respondents en
njoyed an ann
nual income off
more than $50,000, and neaarly one out of four (23%))
njoyed an income of $100,00
00 or more.
en
he age segmen
nt that visited
d the gardens is a favorable
e
Th
seegment. Mosst respondents (61%) reported as beingg
older than 45 ye
ears, while one
e out of five (2
20%) was olderr
th
han 65 years. This more maature group iss increasing in
n
nu
umbers in the country, is afffluent and haas leisure time
e
9

TThe sample size followed the rules sugge
ested by Baggio, R. and Klobas, J. (2011)..
Qu
uantitative Methods in Tourism: A handb
book. Bristol: Channe
el View Publications..
Data collection took pllace on Friday, May 11, Saturday, May 26
2 and Sunday, June
e
10 of 2012.
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urers and are named the
seem to be explorers and adventu
Group 2 is b
blue collar, yo
oung, less
Youngg Explorers. G
educaated, and is maainly from Orlaando (27%) and Lakeland
(27%)). This group iis looking for something to do and is
calledd the Neighboring Blue Colllars. Group 3 is mature,
loyal, educated and
d affluent and
d is predominantly from
oup is called the Loyal
the LLake Wales area. This gro
Boom
mers.10 The Youung Explorers represented 32
2.6% of the
total rrespondents, w
while the Neigghboring Blue C
Collars and
Loyal Boomers acccounted for 28
8.9% and 38.5% of the
respo ndents, respecctively.11

Table 2 Visittors Profile
Demoggraphics
Gender
Female
Male
Education
High School
Associate Deggree
Bachelor’s Degree
e
Post Graduate
Income
$25,000 or lesss
$25,000 ‐ $29,999
$30,000 ‐ $39,999
$40,000 ‐ $49,999
$50,000 ‐ $74,999
$75,000 ‐ $99,999
m
$100,000 or more
Age
Under 18
18—24
25—34
35—44
45—54
55—64
65 and older
Number of vissits
First time
1‐2 times
3‐4 times
5‐6 times
7‐8 times
More than 9
hildren
Travel with Ch
No
Yes

#

%

167
73

70%
30%

62
34
76
63

26%
14%
32%
27%

14
5
22
21
37
31
39

8%
3%
13%
12%
22%
18%
23%

16
7
41
22
52
50
47

7%
3%
17%
9%
22%
21%
20%

104
39
24
13
11
49

43%
16%
10%
5%
5%
20%

191
55

78%
22%

Figure 2 BTG Target M
Markets Vision

10

We doo not know whetherr these Loyal Boomers are actually from the Lake Wales
area or are snowbirds with their second homess or vacation homes located in that
area.
11
Our saample was comparedd to the BTG Facebo
ook profile. While 700 percent of our
sample accounts for femalle, 74.3 percent of those who “like” tthe Bok Tower
Garden on the Facebook weere female. In termss of age representation, 63 percent
percent on the
of our sample was older than 45 years old compared to 40 p
Faceboook. Given the fact thaat the younger generration is more prone to using online
posting and Facebook, our sample is representtative of visitors at the Bok Tower
Garden.

p
Reespondents can be grouped into three seggments: Group
1 is very affluent, young, educated,
e
firstt timers, and
d
he Lake Wales area. These
e respondentss
mainly from th
~ 10 ~
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Most of the respon
ndents (68%) spent between one and
three hours on a ggarden visit on
n the day of tthe survey.
More than half of those (56%) spent betweeen two to
three hours at BTG.. The Neighboring Blue Collaar segment
spent the most time at the gardeen ‐ 27% of this segment
spent more than th
hree hours com
mpared to 17%
% and 18%
of thee Young Explo
orers and the Loyal Boomers. On the
other hand, 14% of the Young EExplorers segm
ment spent
less thhan one hour visiting the gaardens, compaared to 5%
of thee Neighboringg Blue Collarss and 10% of the Loyal
Boom
mers, respectiveely. This sugggests that visitting BTG is
more a part of the d
day leisure than a full day acttivity.

V
Visits Profilee
Th
he most imporrtant source off information was
w family and
d
friiends (68%), followed by the Internet (15%). It iss
reemarkable to notice
n
that ne
early seven ou
ut of every 10
0
vissitors receive
ed information
n from acquaintances. Alll
th
hree segments patronizing th
he gardens relied heavily on
n
reeferrals. This demonstrates
d
G
the authorityy of the BTG
brrand in persuaading and pro
oviding positive
e testimonialss
fo
or newcomers.
able 3 Source of
o Information
n
Ta
So
ources
Faamily & Friendss
Internet
M
Magazine/Newsspaper
Bo
ok Tower Brochure
Raadio

#
160
0
34
4
25
5
12
2
3

%
68%
15%
11%
5%
1%

The chhart below portrays the gap between the number of
hourss respondents plan spendingg at BTG and h
hours they
actua lly spent at BTTG. In generall, respondentss’ plan and
actua l visit have maatched; 36 perrcent of Youngg Explorers,
hboring Blue Collars, and 50 percent of
40 pe rcent of Neigh
ny discrepancyy between
Loyal Boomers did not have an
expecctation and acttual visitation. However, giveen that the
majorrity of respond
dents spend 1
1‐3 hours at B
BTG (68%),
the ddiscrepancy off two hours m
may be a red
d flag. For
exampple, 14 percent of Young EExplorers stayed at BTG
two hhours less thaan they expeccted, which m
may be an
indicaation that BTG
G fails to impreess this segmeent. At the
same time, 9 perceent of Young Explorers stayyed at BTG
han expected, which meanss that BTG
two hhours more th
fails too create the riight expectatio
on of the BTG eexperience
for th is segment.

Otther outlets such
s
as magazzine and newspaper (11%),,
BTTG brochures (5%) and radio (1%) were the
t least used
d
ch
hannels in pro
ompting visits to the garde
ens. The Loyall
Bo
oomers used the
t Internet the
t least (8%) while relyingg
more on word of
o mouth (78%
%). The Young Explorers
E
used
d
he Internet the most (13%) while relyingg the least on
n
th
reeferrals. Respondents 34 yearrs old or youngger were twice
e
ass active on the Internet (18%
%) as a source of
o information
n
co
ompared to tho
ose older than 55 years (9%)..
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Overaall, the respon
ndents spent m
more time wh
hile visiting
the gaarden compareed to what wass anticipated o
or planned.
This reesult was driveen by the Neigghboring Blue C
Collars and
Loyal Boomers, both
h segments sp
pending more ttime at the
den appears to have a
gardeen than expeccted. The gard
n the behaviorr of responden
nts of both
strongg influence on
segmeents. The Youn
ng Explorers, o
on the other hand, is the
segmeent manifesting the least engagement with the
gardeen, because thee time expecteed to spend at tthe garden
exceeeded the actual time spent att the garden. TThis implies
nce on the
that tthe garden does not have a strong influen
behavvior of this segment.

Figure
F
3 Visitattion Window
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The Relevan
nce of Exp
perience in Garden
V
Visiting

Table 4 Visitors' Exxperience
Experiencce Statementss
Thee setting was veery attractive.
Empployees provid
de prompt servvice.
Varriety of plants aand wild life in the
Garrdens
Quaality of roads aand paths in the
gardden
Empployees give in
ndividual atten
ntion.
Roaad layout makees it easy and
connvenient to walk around
Phyysical facilities at the Bok Tow
wer
Garrdens.
At tthe Bok Tower Gardens, I feltt like I
wass in a different time or place..
Quaality of visible ssigns in the park
Houurs of operatio
on (conveniencce and
lenggth)
Thee experience haas made me m
more
knoowledgeable.
Prinnted promotional material
Lev el of informatiion about plants and
wilddlife provided in the garden
Direections and roaad signs to reaach the
Bokk Tower Gardens
Gui des and other employees aree easy
to bbe distinguisheed from visitorss.
Gui des provide go
ood quality of
infoormation.
Quaality of food an
nd beverage
Varriety of souvenirs and plants for
purrchase
nt was captivatting.
Thee entertainmen
Ma rketing and promotional actiivities.
hose with speccial
Acccessibility for th
neeeds
Act ivities and faciilities for childrren

v
of an attraction and
d
Visitor experience drives the viability
ng has merited
d a greater foccus in planningg
itss understandin
an
nd operations management. A range of ellements affectt
th
he experience of a visitor be
eyond the core
e focus of the
e
atttraction. Some of these ele
ements, such as
a employees’’
peerformance, ambiance,
a
marketing and amenities,
a
are
e
largely within the realms of management control, while
e
nd efforts of th
he local CVB in
n
otthers such as the weather an
atttracting visito
ors to a regio
on are not co
ontrollable byy
managers. A vissitor might enjo
oy the quality of
o the gardenss
e specific servvice elements..
(core product), but not some
e
Exxperience is therefore the flow of encounters at the
gaarden rather th
han only one encounter of the visitor.
Th
he experience was
w measured
d by four surveyy items. Based
d
on
n the items pre
esented to the
e respondents,, five differentt
exxperience dime
ensions were identified.
i
The
ese factors are
e
em
mployees’ perrformance, attmosphere, prromotion and
d
so
ocial activities,, ambiance an
nd amenities. Overall these
e
fivve dimensions combined exp
plained a respe
ectable 77.53%
%
off the variance in experience
e of the respo
ondents at the
e
gaarden. The employees’ performance componentss
acccount for 39%
% of the variancce in experiencce and include
e
th
he service deliivery elements, such as the
e appearance,,
atttitudes, behavvior and compe
etence of the staff.
s
It is clearr
th
hat the interacction with the staff has a strrong influence
e
on
n how visitors conceive theirr experience att the Gardens..
Attmosphere co
omfort was assessed
a
in terms
t
of the
e
co
onvenience off road layout, the quality of roads and
d
paaths, and the quality
q
of sign
ns. This dimenssion explained
d
13
3.09% of the vaariance in expe
erience.
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M
4.7
70
4.3
39

SD
.75
.78

38
4.3

.76

33
4.3

.87

4.3
31

.85

4.3
31

.84

28
4.2

.76

4.2
26

.98

4.2
21

.91

14
4.1

.77

11
4.1

.90

4.1
10

.82

08
4.0

.85

07
4.0

1.02

4.0
06

.94

4.0
04

.89

4.0
04

.75

02
4.0

.73

3.9
97
3.8
89

.94
.86

89
3.8

.91

3.7
73

.76

Prromotion and
d special activities explained 10.9% off
exxperience and were assessed
d by the printed promotionall
material, prom
motional activvities and the
t
level off
out plants and wildlife. The ambiance wass
information abo
e
asssessed by the attractiveness of the setting, the
accquisition of knowledge
k
and escape, pro
oviding 7.91%
%
exxplanation in the
t variance of
o experience of the visitor..
Am
menities, conssisting of a varriety of offerin
ngs, quality off
fo
ood and beverage, and a variety of plantss and wild life
e
exxplained 6.53%
% of the variancce in experiencce.

Figure 4 Factor Analysiss of Experiencee

Ovverall, respondents expresssed a sense of connectingg
with the garden
n as somethin
ng attractive and
a appealing..
or example, th
he setting was found attractive by 97%,,
Fo
10
00% and 95% of the Young Explorers, the
e Neighboringg
Blue Collars and
d the Loyal Bo
oomers, respecctively. 80% off
he Loyal Explorrers felt like th
hey were in a different
d
place
e
th
orr time, similar to 86% and 85%
8
of the seccond and third
d
grroup. In addittion, the thre
ee segments perceived the
e
gaardens as a place
p
of know
wledge: 72% of the Youngg
Exxplorers, 81% of
o the Neighbo
oring Blue Collaars and 77% off
Lo
oyal Boomers responded that the experience at the
e
gaardens made them more knowledgeab
ble. The leastt
ed
ducated segm
ment, which was
w
the Neigghboring Blue
e
Co
ollars, was the most entticed by the attribute off
kn
nowledge at th
he garden.
Th
he respondentts also felt co
onnected with
h the staff in
n
teerms of promptt service and in
ndividual atten
ntion. The stafff
seeems to have the
t ability to co
onnect with visitors and thiss
co
onnection represents an op
pportunity to enhance the
e
exxperience. Finaally, the physical attributess, such as the
e
qu
uality of the ro
oads and pathss and the conve
enience of the
e
ro
oad lay out ap
ppear to enhaance the expe
erience of the
e
reespondents.
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Ovverall, the resspondents seem to have a clear
c
sense off
what the garden
n represents. In other words, the garden iss
onceptualized as being diffferent in tim
me and space
e
co
(enjoyment) with
w
a pleassant environm
ment and a
onvenient place of kno
owledge (acttivities). Thiss
co
co
onceptualizatio
on is consiste
ent with the
e impressionss
gaathered from first time visito
ors and repeat visitors duringg
tw
wo focus grou
ups at BTG. For
F example, remarks from
m
vissitors were:

The pperception of these items is highly positive. This
mean s that of all th
hese items weere higher than 4 on a 5
he perception about the
point Likert scale. IIn addition, th
uch as variety of plants,
associiated physical attributes, su
signs, road layout, aand attitude off the staff also was highly
pondents had a positive
positivve. This suggeests that resp
experrience and this positive exxperience migght impact
their ssatisfaction levvel with the gardens positively.
For m
more information such as descriptivve results,
visitattion profile, source of information, residency,
emplooyees performance, atmosph
here comfort, promotion
& speecial activities, ambiance, aamenities, perrception of
price, and behavio
oral intention by cluster aand factor
nce refer to annex.
loadinngs of experien

“I think it’ss an interesting
g sanctuary exp
perience,
tranquillity nature, the way they desiign the
gardeen.”
“I was surprised
s
by ricch culture and music,
m
given th
he time that wa
as built in the area
a
of
counttry. ”
“For mo
ost important things at Bok Tower
T
Garden
n, I would say the
t atmospheree, the
feeling of
o peace, just incredibly
i
beau
utiful.”
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also iimportant, buut to a much lesser extentt than the
experriential aspectts of the visitts. The most important
on seem assocciated with
elemeents in impactting satisfactio
the eexperiential aaspects of gaarden visiting,, such as
shoppping and diningg. The Young Explorers seem
m however
less ssatisfied comp
pared to the LLoyal Boomers segment
with rrespect to shopping and diniing. The mean difference
is ‐0.22945 (p=0.043)) and ‐0.2960 (p=0.036) respeectively.

The Relatio
onship Expe
erience an
nd
Saatisfaction
n
eviously, a possitive single exxperience doess
Ass indicated pre
no
ot necessarily imply
i
a high le
evel of satisfacttion. Rather, itt
is the chain of all experiences accumulated during
d
the visitt
prrovokes the levvel of satisfactiion. The resultts indicate thatt
th
he overall satissfaction of the
e respondents was very high
h
with a 4.58 me
ean score on a 5 point Likkert scale. 95
5
e
peercent of respondents were very satisffied with the
qu
uality of BTG.. The distribution of the mean
m
score iss
almost identicall across the th
hree segmentss: 4.57 for the
e
oung Explorerss, 4.56 for the Neighboring
N
Bllue Collars and
d
Yo
4.58 for the Loyaal Boomers.

Figure 5 Relationship betweeen Experiencee and
Satisfactio
on

Th
he level of sattisfaction was assessed by carrying
c
out a
multiple regresssion analysis. The
T level of saatisfaction wass
he dependent variable and the five facto
ors related to
o
th
exxperience (e
employees’ performance;
p
atmosphere
e
co
omfort; promo
otion and special activities; ambiance;
a
and
d
am
menities) and perceptions
p
of price were the
e independentt
vaariables. The perceived exp
perience with amenities
a
and
d
attmosphere werre identified ass the most imp
portant driverss
off satisfaction. In other words, the higher the visitorr
peerception of their experie
ence with amenities and
d
attmosphere, the greater the likelihoo
od of visitorr
saatisfaction wou
uld be. The exp
perience with amenities had
d
th
he highest in
ncidence on satisfaction with
w
β=0.250
0
(p
p=0.001).

The reesults providee an interesting picture regaarding how
the rrespondents construct their evaluation of the
experrience. The ssequence app
pears to be that the
umulate theeir experiencce while
respo ndents accu
wandeering around in the gardens and at the eend of this
activitty they would
d reflect on their whole eexperience
while sitting in thhe café or bu
uying somethiing at the
o end points (i.e. café
souveenir/plant storre. These two
and/oor souvenir) in the activity provide an opportunity to
increaase the level o
of satisfaction of the visitorr. Although
the M
Master Plan 22011 took greeat care in th
he further
improovements of th
he core producct, it has overlooked the
imporrtant experiential aspects asssociated with gardening
visits.

Th
he results su
uggest that the core product when
n
ch
haracterized acccording to the variety of plants and wild
d
liffe in the garde
en is only one
e of the imporrtant elementss
(although not th
he most importtant one) to im
mpact the levell
uired physicall
off satisfaction of the visitor. The requ
atttributes to exxperience the core productt, such as the
e
co
onvenience of the road lay out
o and qualityy of signs, are
e
~ 16 ~
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ure 6 Relationship between Experience an
nd Come
Figu
Back

A
Are the Visiitors Coming Back?
Th
he study also investigated
i
th
he impact of satisfaction
s
on
n
th
he behavioral in
ntention of the
e visitor. 75 pe
ercent of them
m
intend to visit BTG
B again in th
he next one year. 96 percentt
ositive word‐off‐mouth aboutt
off them are likely to spread po
BTTG. The level of
o satisfaction has a high im
mpact on both
h
reeferrals with a β=0.671 (t=
=14.189) and coming backk
β==0.434 (t=7.550). This meanss that the high
her the level off
saatisfaction the more likely th
he visitors are to talk aboutt
BTTG and to return to the garde
en. However, there
t
is a clearr
difference amon
ng the three se
egments patron
nizing BTG.
he Young Explo
orers and the Neighboring
N
Blue Collars are
e
Th
siggnificantly lesss loyal than the Loyal Boomers.
B
Forr
exxample, the Young
Y
Explorerrs are less likkely to spread
d
wo
ord of moutth advertisingg and to return to BTG
G
co
ompared to the
e Loyal Boome
ers. The differe
ence regardingg
reeferral is signifficant: the me
ean difference between the
e
Yo
oung Explorerrs and the Loyal
L
Boomerrs is ‐0.2248
8
(p
p=0.045), while the mean difference with regard to
o
intention to retu
urn is ‐0.5095 (p=0.014). The Neighboringg
G, but are less likely to come
e
Blue Collars will talk about BTG
baack to BTG compared to the
e Loyal Boome
ers: the mean
n
difference is ‐0.4
4926 (p=0.024).

The im
mplication of tthis finding is tthat BTG could
d be facing
a posssible saturatio
on of the visiitors’ attractio
on market.
Fewerr young peop
ple and thosse in the low
wer socio‐
econoomic groups arre visiting BTG. The pattern o
of younger
peopl e being less in
nterested in vvisiting the garrden could
be ann indication off a declining interest in thee country’s
intereest in visiting ggardens. This pattern could affect the
suppoort and viabilityy for gardens, such as BTG. In addition,
the N
Neighboring Blue Collars is a group vuln
nerable to
existinng economic u
uncertainties aand its demand patterns
for atttractions are swayed by m
mixed messagees, volatile
markeets, high un
nemployment,, and low consumer
confiddence.

M
Marketing and promotion
p
acttivities seem to
o matter mostt
fo
or the Loyal Bo
oomers in theirr decision to re
eturn than the
e
Yo
oung Explorerss. The mean difference
d
betw
ween the two
o
seegments is ‐0.3
3703 (p=0.024)). This finding suggests
s
some
e
op
pportunities fo
or co‐branding with companies or servicess
th
hat cater and have an app
peal to these segments. In
n
ad
ddition, togeth
her with increasing the interaaction with the
e
staff at the café
é and souvenirs, promotional deals could
d
ughout the visit at the garden
ns.
bee offered throu

The w
word of mouth
h is likely to bee provoked byy amenities
(β=0.3307; t=4.280) and atmosph
here (β=0.243;; t=4.006).
Again , it seems tthat after acquiring the eexperience
pon and talk about the
(atmoosphere), visito
ors reflect up
core pproduct while at the café or souvenir/plaant shop in
determ
mining their level of satissfaction. This creates a
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un
nique opportu
unity to manaage the talk at those two
o
po
oints through an
a engaging intteraction with the staff.

Figu
ure 7 Relationship between Experience an
nd WOM

Ho
owever, we no
oticed during our multiple vissits that the
staff does not se
eize this opportunity in its intteraction with
vissitors. Interacttion seems veryy ephemeral. We also
no
oticed that the
e BTG lacks visittor flow managgement which
wo
ould include a path network that specifically guides
vissitors to differe
ent sights and vantage points or places of
interest through
hout the gardens with the end points
c and gift sh
hop.
reesulting in the café
On
n the other hand, when it comes to coming back,,
reespondents arre more influ
uenced by marketing
m
and
d
prromotional effforts (β=0.219
9; t=3.021), perception off
prrice (β=0.202; t=2.814), and the overall am
mbiance of the
e
th
heir last experrience (β=0.12
20; t=2.070). Marketing
M
and
d
prromotional effforts seem to matter most for the Loyall
Bo
oomers than the
t Young Explorers. This fin
nding suggestss
th
hat marketing efforts should
d be focused to
t keep these
e
Lo
oyal Boomers abreast
a
of upco
oming events to
t entice them
m
to
o come back.12

12

Young Explore
ers are not thatt much interessted in
L
Boomers. The mean
prromotional materials as the Loyal
difference between the two se
egments is ‐0.3
3703 and is
e 5% level (p=0
0.024).
siggnificant at the
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Figure 8 Word Clou
ud of Blogs

Th
he Spider Web
W and itss Implicatio
ons
Th
he study also explored
e
the post
p
behavior of the visitor..
An
n analysis of th
he most popullar comments and ratings off
BTTG was condu
ucted. A blog analysis of TrripAdvisor.com
m
th
hrough “WebSSpider” was carried
c
to com
mplement the
e
investigation off the level of satisfaction of
o the visitorss
G. Through the program called "Word
d
paatronizing BTG
Cloud Generator," the frequency of words were counted
d
ortional to the
e
in a given text. The size of a word is propo
uantity associated with that word.
w
qu
Ass the word “B
Bok Tower Gaardens” bein
ng the biggestt
lettter size, they represent the most frequen
ntly mentioned
d
wo
he blogs. The most mention
ned attributess
ord among th
(n
nouns) are “gaardens”, “Bok””, “tower” and
d “Florida”. In
n
ddition to refe
erring to the name
n
of the attraction,
a
the
e
ad
reepeated mentio
oning of “gard
dens” and “tow
wer” indicated
d
th
hat the garden
ns and the tow
wer are the most
m
importantt
elements to im
mpress the vissitors. In othe
er words, the
e
he tower are the core pro
oducts for the
e
gaardens and th
vissitors.

The sttudy removed the word “gardens” from th
he analysis
resultting in some otther terms becoming more visible and
word cloud sp
prouted words such as
promiinent. The w
“time””, “flowers”, ““plants”, “bellss” and “carillo
on.” Except
for “ttime’, other tterms represented the attrributes the
visitorrs enjoyed d
during their visit. Those attributes
mentiioned by visitors on the w
web suggest a feeling of
being in a different space. Actuallly, 82.5% of reespondents
statedd that "I felt likke I was in a d
or place at
different time o
the Book Tower Gard
dens" when askked in the survvey.

Th
he frequent occurrence
o
off “Bok” in th
he commentss
su
uggested that the name of
o the founde
er Mr. Bok iss
reecognized by th
he visitors in addition to the mentioning off
“B
Bok” to refer to the name off the place. Ass for the noun
n
“FFlorida”, it was mentioned under diversified
d
cirrcumstances by
b different vissitors. The visitors discussed
d
th
he garden as the representtation of Florida nature orr
beeing the higghest point in
i Florida. Other
O
visitorss
mentioned Floriida to indicate
e that they are
e from Floridaa
orr they had a trrip to Florida. The
T most common adjective
e
mentioned by th
he visitors in the comments is “beautiful.””
he word was used by the visitors to expresss their overalll
Th
im
mpression of appreciation an
nd affection off the gardens..
Figgure 8 depicts the results:

In moost of the com
mments the no
oun “time” waas used to
refer to the frequen
ncy of the visittation and thee moments
ors alluded to “time” to
spent at the garden. Some visito
me such as “lo
ost in time”
expre ss they feel in a different tim
and ““back in timee to the era.”” As for the adjectives,
visitorrs used “loveely”, “peaceful” and, ”won
nderful” to
descriibe their overall perception of the gardens besides
“beauutiful” and “w
worth” as notiiced in the o
other word
cloud .
~ 19 ~
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Th
he previous analysis depiicted in the word cloud
d
reeinforces the meaning of the
t
garden ass a place forr
esscape and a so
ource of knowlledge that we initially found
d
fro
om the respon
ndents of the survey.

Figuree 10 Word Chaain of Blogs

Figure 9 Word
W
Cloud of Blogs withoutt Garden
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Th
he Effects of
o Web Visiits
Figur e 11 Relationsship between web visits and
d visitation
Th
he study also carried out a cointegratio
on analysis to
o
measure garden
n visits along with
w the numb
ber of visits to
o
he BTG website
e. More than one
o million visits (1,083,914))
th
to
ook place at the
t BTG webssite since Marrch 2008. The
e
most visited month
m
was Feb
bruary 2012 and
a
the leastt
he average monthly visit iss
vissited was Auggust 2008. Th
20
0,973. The analysis indicates that web visit has a positive
e
an
nd significant relationship
r
with garden visit (coeff=0.492
2
an
nd t=3.93). Wh
hen the factorrs of change and
a time were
e
ad
dded to the an
nalysis, visits were
w
delayed in
n time (lagged))
with respect to time visits. In
n other words,, visits peaked
d
ne month after Web visits re
each a peak. Th
his means thatt
on
th
he effect of an
a increase in
n website on garden visitss
haappens one mo
onth later. The
e managementt implication iss
th
hat arrivals of visitors
v
can be
e predicted with one month
h
lagg of web visits by 0.461 (t=2.59).
Ho
owever, web visits
v
are seaso
onally depende
ent. We found
d
th
hat the first quarter
q
of the
e year has a positive and
d
siggnificant relationship with the
t last quarte
er of the yearr
(coeff=0.114 an
nd t=2.28), wh
hile the third quarter has a
onship compared to the lastt
neegative and siggnificant relatio
qu
uarter (coeff=‐0.248 and t=‐5
5.00). When we
e assessed the
e
im
mpact of the tiime of year th
hat website vissits took place
e
on
n changes in garden visitss we found that the third
d
qu
uarter was the only time of the year which has an impactt
on
n garden visitss. This impactt is negative and
a significantt
(coeff=‐0.177 and t=‐3.23). The implicatio
on is that in
n
r
of the we
ebsite the amo
ount of trafficc
evvaluating the role
an
nd the time off the year is im
mportant in drriving demand
d
fo
or BTG.
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Our innterpretation of Bok’s vision
n is different. It is based
on th e notion that being good o
or doing good pays. This
mean s that to be good or do ggood, man haas to have
not gaze passively at the
interaaction with natture: man cann
gardeen expecting a restful retreaat from his eveeryday life.
oy in (co‐)
Whilee the end purpose of Bok’’s vision is jo
creati on, nature is tthe medium fo
or man to creaate and for
man tto create man must possess kknowledge. Th
he meaning
of thee Gardens concceived by the rrespondents iss clear: rest
is joyy and joy is tthe result of actively co‐creating the
Gardeens. In other w
words, the visittor is no longeer a person
who j ust visits to gaaze or to passivvely wander th
hrough the
Gardeens, but a visiitor is an indivvidual who waants to be
involvved, to undersstand, to learn how naturee can offer
him a happier and more compleete life. This iis a critical
thinki ng process.

Conclusionss & Recom
mmendatio
ons
Bok’s Vision Reloaded
he 2011 Maste
er Plan tells a story
s
of the paast and, based
d
Th
on
n the past, atte
empts to engage future gene
erations in the
e
Bo
ok vision. Bo
ok’s vision is embedded in
n nature as a
medium to insspire and enccourage indiviiduals to “do
o
ood.” Preserving the past will not necessarrily induce thiss
go
atttitude. Preserrvation of natture implies embracing
e
the
e
13
3
fu
undamental pu
urpose of Bo
ok’s intent.
The currentt
o the Bok vission seems a stagnant view
w
interpretation of
es to maintain
n relevance forr
blurring potential opportunitie
he future. Presserving the past could even be stifling forr
th
an
n attraction like the Gard
dens, because how people
e
interpret and givve meaning to the past and present
p
plays a
e shape of th
he future. The
e
ceentral role in producing the
ou
utcome of this interpretation
n will decide th
he viability and
d
su
ustainability of an attraction.

The G
Gardens hencce becomes a learning plaace and a
meetiing place for p
people who acttively enjoy gaardening as
ory integration
n that that
well aas the intellecttual and senso
activitty encouragess. It provides the opportun
nity to be
usefu l in two ways: first, a place tto acquire morre meaning
from and skills in gardening and, second, a place that
n to human
allowss an equivocal interaction beetween human
and hhuman to nature (a relationaal good). It is n
not a place
n empty contemplation. Ratther, it is a
to resst or wallow in
place with a purposse: to joyfully learn about n
nature. The
ndscape that eemphasizes
task iss to co‐create a cultural lan
the innteraction between human beings and nature over
time. Bok’s story ttherefore is n
not the gardeen but the
culturral landscape tthat nurtures tthe good in peeople to be
and d o good for thee world.

Diifferent people will look att the same th
hings through
h
different eyes and
a perceive their meaninggs in differentt
c
particular and unique
e
waays. Meaningss and images create
exxpectations about a place, which may then lead to a shiftt
in regional or local activitiess to meet these artificiallyy
crreated expecctations. The visitor’s experience
e
iss
ominated by the
t meanings these expectaations give to
o
do
places, rather than the physical and senso
ory encounterss
one.
alo

13

The popularity of gardening in the early twentieth ce
entury was stronglyy
con
nnected with a devo
otion to the past and
d preservation of naative plants. See, forr
exaample, Wolschke‐Bu
ulmahn, J. (1997). Nature and Ideology, Natural Garden
n
Design in the Twentie
eth Century. Dumbaarton Oaks: Dumbarton Oaks Research
h
brary and Collection.
Lib
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leisuree activities of the nextt generation becomes
imporrtant for the reelevance of th
he garden in th
he future –
as deffined by the so
ocio‐demograp
phics. The shiift towards
an ag ing population
n and its impliccations for thee garden is
not n ecessarily perrnicious. The rise of older or mature
peopl e could benefit the atteendance figurees at the
gardeen, because gaardens have a strong appeeal to this
groupp.

En
ngineering cultural la
andscape: the
t role off
Restaurant and
a Shop
W
We learned from
m the respond
dents that the
e shape of the
e
un
nique experien
nce is complete
ed at two points during theirr
journey through
h the garden: th
he cafe and gifft shop. These
e
tw
wo meeting plaaces did not recceive the atten
ntion that theyy
deeserve in the
e 2011 Master Plan. Wh
hile investingg
atttention in the
e tangible aspects of these two places iss
reecommended, we stronglyy suggest ad
ddressing the
e
intangible aspects of these two places.
That is, the
e
o
the staff, the prroblem‐solvingg
friiendliness of
co
ompetencies of the staff, the
e promptness and quality off
information pro
ovided to the customer,
c
the usefulness off
a
the staaff was reachable and
d
information, and
pproachable.
ap

The cchallenge is that BTG alreaady is experieencing the
prese nce of a moree heterogeneou
us profile of viisitors with
nt (36% of visitors under
a relaatively young aage componen
neration is
45 yeears old). Thiss means that the next gen
alreaddy present at the garden, b
but appears no
ot to be as
impreessed and satissfied by the garrden as the mo
ore mature
generration. Doing business as usual, while sattisfying the
more mature segm
ment, could evven increase aattendance
from tthis segment, but could be a dangerous proposition.
Doingg business ass usual could
d alienate thee younger
generration to the exxtent that theyy will not comee back, will
not t alk about thee garden, or will not even
n visit the
gardeen. The youngger generation seems less intterested in
engagging in more ttraditional outtdoor activitiees, such as
visitinng nature centters and visitin
ng historic sites; and this
trend does not bodee well for gardens in the country.14

Th
he word of mouth
m
stories that are goin
ng to be told
d
ou
utside the gard
den affect the viability of th
he garden. It iss
im
mportant, therrefore, that th
here is a cleaar connection
n
beetween Bok’ss vision (new
w interpretation) and the
e
exxperience of th
he visitors. Sto
ories or narratiives stemmingg
fro
om the experience should
d be carefullyy shaped and
d
facilitated by the
t
staff. Enggineering these stories orr
pondents wantt
naarratives should occur exacttly where resp
th
hem to be: at the end of their journey whe
ere they rest in
n
th
he restaurant and/or sho
op and refle
ect on theirr
exxperience. Staff should be
e trained not only in guestt
seerving, but alsso in the skillss to shape th
he stories and
d
naarratives accorrding to Bok’s vision
v
reloaded
d.

members of th
his younger seegment are treendsetters,
The m
they aare receptive to new offerin
ngs and they have great
potenntial for becom
ming lifetime cu
ustomers. How
wever, they
are chhallenging because they seem to change ttheir tastes
and ppreferences seemingly hap
phazardly. Thiss segment
alreaddy represents o
one out of threee visitors to the garden.
This ggroup also indu
ulges in more aactivities, suggesting that
they may be more adventurous,, highly mobilee segment
of variety of interesting
that eexplores placees in terms o

Rebooting th
he Program
m
eviously, garden visitors at BTG reveal a
Ass reported pre
diversified profile in terms of
o age and so
ocio‐economicc
baackground. As the country is experiencing a demographicc
sh
hift towards an
n aging population, the question regardingg

14

See, ffor example, Cordelll, H., Betz, C., Green
n, G., and Mou, S. (22008). Outdoor
Recreatiion Activity Trendss: What’s Growing, What’s Slowing?, A Recreation
Researchh Report in the IRIS SSeries.
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offferings and socialization. Finally, this gro
oup seems to
o
em
mbrace the use
u of techno
ology as a ke
ey companion
n
element during their consump
ption. They taake advantage
e
ot only when making
m
decisio
ons about theirr
off technology no
exxperience during their actuaal visit, but alsso before and
d
affter their visit.. They are in search of relaational goods..
Th
hese consumerrs desire attracctions that are
e engaging and
d
reelevant and want to be a partt of the converrsation.

If we add the Neighboring Bluee Collars to tthe Young
Explorrers, the youn
nger generatio
on becomes eeven more
imporrtant for BTG to maintain. TTogether, theyy currently
repressent one ou
ut of two visitors to the garden.
Engaggement for thee Neighboring Collars meanss acquiring
knowlledge. Combin
ning lifestyle with knowled
dge means
enjoy ment, rest, an
nd relating to others with a sense of
purpoose defines thee heart of thee new cultural landscape
of thee garden. An exxample of how
w the garden can provide
an eengaging offering with pu
urpose is to
o organize
w‐style. Thesee interactive to
ours should
scave nger hunts new
uch as holisticc care and
be ann extension off life style, su
bringiing the acquireed knowledge into normal day activity.
Visitinng BTG should provide the opportunity forr visitors to
know how garden p
plants (e.g, pep
ppermint can be used to
suit hheadache) orr how, for eexample, mintts can be
integrrated in non‐ttraditional coo
oking. The sloggan should
be whhen asked about the resultt of cooking o
or care: “I
learneed it at Bok To
ower Gardens””. The reposition of BTG
could seize the opportunity provided by the new
da to focus mo
ore on the
markeeting strategy of Visit Florid
Florid a market.15

Th
he garden co
ould become relevant for these Youngg
Exxplorers if the
e garden could become an extension off
th
heir lifestyle. Promoting
P
green lifestyles as
a the core off
th
he garden’s cultural landscape to a more en
nvironmentallyy
saavvy group cou
uld ensure thatt BTG will be a popular place
e
in the future. Promoting gard
dening as a po
opular pastime
e
uld reposition
n BTG as an
n
in the countryy’s mind cou
eresting place with which to
o
innovative, engaaging, and inte
p
also defines som
me interestingg
asssociate. This perspective
co
o‐branding opp
portunities witth companies which
w
cater to
o
th
his segment.

15

See Viisit Florida 2012‐201 3 Marketing Plan.
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information
n provided through thosee channels
should not only be accurrate, but should also play
haping the narrratives and sto
ories of the
a role in sh
experiencee of the visitorr. Ensuring thaat promise
matches exxpectations is crucial for thee credibility
of the in
nformation. Finally, the marketing
departmen
nt
should
o‐branding
explore
co
opportunitties with orgaanizations thatt focus on
on. For exam
mple, BTG
this youngger generatio
should reacch out to the Garden Club o
of America,
and its Florida Chapter. This could enssure brand
n and relevance of BTG.
recognition

Sp
pecific Reco
ommendatiions
1.

Reinterrpreting the meaning
m
of Bo
ok’s vision ass
rest is joy and joy is the result of
o actively co‐‐
t mission off
creatingg the Gardenss means that the
the garrden is to create a cultural laandscape with
h
nature as the medium
m. The change in order from
m
ortant because
e
nature to cultural landscape is impo
nce of creatingg a unique and
d
it becomes the essen
ed experience
e which forms the culture
e
enriche
foundation itself.

2.

ories and the narratives are fiinalized at two
o
The sto
central points in the garden: the restaurant
r
and
d
T
stories should be co
onsistent with
h
shop. These
Bok’s vision
v
to prope
el future visits and advocacyy
of word
d of mouth. It is recommend
ded to addresss
not only the physical appeal of these two centrall
spots but
b also to direct efforts to
o provide the
e
adequaate training fo
or the staff to
t assume itss
pivotal role in engineering and manifesting the
e
stories and narratives that visitors pass to otherr
prospecctive visitors.

3.

m
sho
ould shift more
m
towardss
The marketing
understtanding and catering to the youngerr
generattion while pro
otecting its mature segment..
This im
mplies research should play a larger role in
n
conceivving and designing marketting strategiess
and tactics. It also implies that the
t
marketingg
departm
ment should more
m
proactively reach out to
o
the tw
wo main gene
erators of younger visitorss
(Orland
do and Tampa)) and make mo
ore aggressive
e
16
use off the website or the In
nternet. The
e

44.

16

BTG does not reso
onate with DMOs in
n the region. For example
e
there is no
o
C
In addition, BTTG does not have a
colllaboration program with the Orlando CVB.
strong presence in Garden Clubs in the country. Garden Clubs
C
could play an
n
hing out to the youngger generation.
important role in reach

The mix of product development should also shift
more lifestyle and knowled
dge based
towards m
offerings. For BTG, co
ombining lifesstyle with
knowledgee means enjoyyment, rest, an
nd relating
to others w
with a sense of purpose th
hat defines
the heart of the new cu
ultural landscaape of the
n example off how the gaarden may
garden. An
provide an engaging offeering with purpose to its
visitors is to organize trendy and appealing
scavenger hunts that taake the shapee of a BTG
interactive tour. These interactive tours should
An example
be an extension of visitors’ lifestyles. A
of an exttension of a lifestyle maay be an
educationaal interactive tour (scaven
nger hunt)
where visiitors may leaarn how natu
ural plants
could servve in holistic care remediees in their
homes. In other words, iif the managem
ment team
is able to understand some of the n
normal day
ors practice (ee.g. holistic
activities that BTG visito
care, green
n practices, inn
novative cookiing/recipes
with herbs or plants, etcc.) then BTG m
may be able
p programs thaat complemen
nt/enhance
to develop
those activvities. Visitors w
who would atttend these
programs would carry w
what they leaarned into
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The pprogram for reelevance bearrs the message that the
purpoose of the creaation of Bok w
was not just crreating but
that itt has an end, a goal. The garrden was so crreated that
we m
may find reest within th
he garden vvisit while
accom
mplishing joy. It is the maain task of th
he current
mana gement to create reality b
beyond that off beautiful
nging the physsical configuration of the
visionn – not by chan
gardeen, but by shaaping the outccome of the eexperience.
omulgates a ssearch for meeaning for
That outcome pro
d a reflection o
of meaning for the more
youngger visitors and
maturre visitor.

their daily lives and when practiciing what theyy
d or when asked where th
hey learned itt
learned
would say to otherss, ”I learned it at the Bokk
T
would be
e a powerfull
Tower Gardens”. This
outh advertising that mayy
natural word of mo
me to the garrdens therebyy
entice others to com
ending the info
ormation learned at BTG into
o
transce
visitors’ normal day activities.
5.

ould strive to understand
u
the
e
The maanagement sho
effects of natural macro vaariables (e.g..
e
temperatures) in
n
precipittation and extreme
determ
mining high and
d low demand
d time periodss
from visitors
v
thus allowing maanagement to
o
arrange
e special eventts that may temper nature’ss
vicissitu
udes.

6.

m
should
s
strive to gain an
n
The management
understtanding of visitors’ psychographicc
charactteristics (e.g. lifestyles, hobbies, likes,,
dislikess, etc.) in ord
der to develo
op and create
e
interacttive programs that complem
ment the needss
and wants
w
of the identified visitor
v
markett
segmen
nts. High quality research prroviding up‐to‐‐
date in
nformation is required to make smartt
decisions about investments, to increase
e
monito
oring performaance and to ensure good
d
manage
ement practice
e.
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Table 5 Cities by Visittors

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

#
31
15
13
12
11
7
6
6
4
3
3
3

Laake Wales (3 milles)
Winter
W
Haven (16
6 miles)
Orlando (56 miless)
Laakeland (29 mile
es)
Davenport (20 miiles)
Avvon Park (26 milles)
Taampa (58 miles)
Saarasota (93 miles)
Auburndale (22 miles)
m
Lithia (41 miles)
Se
ebring (35 miles)
Taampa Palms (85 miles)

%
12.5
6.0
5.2
4.8
4.4
2.8
2.4
2.4
1.6
1.2
1.2
1.2

Table 6 Top
p 10 States by V
Visitors
STA
ATE
FLL
ILL
GA
A
IN
N
MI
MSS
NJJ
NV
V
NYY
OH
H

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
0
Other co
ountries

#
210
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
11

%
844.7
1.2
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
4.4

Table 7 Hou
urs Spent at G ardens
#
23
62
79
38
5

Less than 1 hou
ur
1‐2 hours
2‐3 hours
3‐5 hours
More than 5 ho
ours
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%
11%
30%
38%
18%
2%

Table 8 Descriptive re
esults for Behaavioral Intentiion
I am very satissfied with the quality of the Bok
B Tower Garrdens.
In the future, I intend to visiit the Bok Tower Gardens agaain in the nextt one year?
ositive word‐off‐mouth about the Bok Toweer Gardens.
I am very likelly to spread po

M
4
4.58
4
4.09
4
4.62

SD
.58
1.13
.59

M
3..71
3..70
3..69

SD
.92
.77
.75

Table 9 Descrriptive results for Price
The price of admission
The price of fo
ood and beverage
The prices of gifts
g and plants

Table 10 Visitation Profile b
by Cluster
Young Explorers
Neigh
hboring Blue C
Colors
Gender
Male
Female
Education
High School
Associate Deggree
Bachelor’s De
egree
Post Graduate
e
Income
$25,000 or lesss
$25,000 ‐ $29
9,999
$30,000 ‐ $39
9,999
$40,000 ‐ $49
9,999
$50,000 ‐ $74
4,999
$75,000 ‐ $99
9,999
$100,000 or more
m
Age
Under 18
18—24
25—34
35—44
45—54
55—64
65 and older
Number of vissits
First time
1‐2 times
3‐4 times
5‐6 times
7‐8 times
More than 9
hildren
Travel with ch
Yes
No

Loyal Boomeers

16
55

23%
77%

21
42

33%
67%

30
54

36%
64%

18
11
19
23

25%
15%
27%
32%

24
11
20
8

38%
17%
32%
13%

15
11
30
28

18%
13%
36%
33%

0
0
0
0
5
20
19

0%
0%
0%
0%
11%
45%
43%

14
5
21
11
12
0
0

22%
8%
33%
17%
19%
0%
0%

0
0
0
8
19
11
20

0%
0%
0%
14%
33%
19%
34%

11
4
19
11
18
8
0

15%
6%
27%
15%
25%
11%
0%

1
3
17
4
16
8
13

2%
5%
27%
6%
26%
13%
21%

0
0
4
3
13
30
28

0%
0%
5%
4%
17%
38%
36%

43
14
4
3
4
3

61%
20%
6%
4%
6%
4%

36
10
8
6
0
3

57%
16%
13%
10%
0%
5%

16
12
10
4
6
36

19%
14%
12%
5%
7%
43%

19
52

27%
73%

16
47

25%
75%

15
69

18%
82%
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Tab
ble 11 Hours Sp
pent at Garden
ns by Cluster

Less than 1 ho
our
1‐2 hours
2‐3 hours
3‐5 hours
h
More than 5 hours

Young Explorers
E
14%
1
34%
3
36%
3
13%
1
4%
4

Neighboring Blue Collars
5%
%
14%
54%
23%
%
4%

Loyal Boo
omers
10%
%
40%
%
32%
%
17%
%
1%

Table
T
12 Sourcce of Informatiion by Age

Family/Friend
ds
Internet
per
Tourist Magazzine /Newspap
Radio
er Brochure
The Bok Towe

less than
t
34
77%
7
18%
4%
4
1%
1
0%
0

35‐54
70%
11%
13%
%
1%
5%
%

55 or ollder
77%
%
9%
8%
2%
5%

Taable 13 Source of Informatio n by Cluster

Family/Friends
Internet
Tourist Magazin
ne /Newspaper
The Bok Tower Brochure
Radio

Young Explorers

Neighboring B
Blue Collars

71%
%
13%
%
11%
%
4%
%
2%
%

73%
%
16%
%
6%
%
5%
%
0%
%

Loyal Boo
omers
78%
%
8%
%
9%
%
4%
%
0%
%

Table 14 Residency
R
by CCluster

Lake Wales
Winter Haven
Orlando
Lakeland
Davenport
Anon Park
Tampa
Lake Alfred
Sarasota

Young Exxplorers

Neighboringg Blue Collars

Loyal Boo
omers

28%
20%
12%
%
8%
8%
%
4%
%
12%
4%
%
4%
%

155%
8%
%
277%
277%
8%
%
0%
%
4%
%
0%
%
122%

50%
%
17%
%
7%
3%
3%
%
13%
3%
3%
0%
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Table 15
5 Factor 1: Emp
ployees Perforrmance by Cluster

M
Guides provide good
mation.
quality of inform

9
4.19

Employees
provide
prompt service.

4.51
1

Employees
give
individual atten
ntion.

4.4
4

Guides and other
employees are easy to
ed from
be distinguishe
visitors.

4

(A) Young Exp
plorers
Sd
Frequency
F
(‐)
(
0%
0.81
(+
+\‐)
24%
76%
(+)
(‐)
(
0%
0.63
(+
+\‐)
7%
(+)
93%
(‐)
(
0%
0.74
(+
+\‐)
15%
85%
(+)
(‐)
(
9%
(+
+\‐)
23%
1.02
(+)
68%

(B)
( Neighboringg Blue Collars
M
Sd
Frequen
ncy
2%
(‐)
4.06
0.966
(+\‐)
32%
(+)
67%
2%
(‐)
4.36
0.744
(+\‐)
10%
(+)
88%
2%
(‐)
4.34
0.811
(+\‐)
15%
(+)
83%
4%
(‐)
(+\‐)
24%
4.11
0.966
(+)
72%

M
3.92

4.33

4.24

4.09

(C) Loyal Boom
mers
Sd
Freequency
4%
(‐)
0.97
(+\‐‐)
35%
61%
(+)
3%
(‐)
(+\‐‐)
10%
0.86
(+)
87%
4%
(‐)
(+\‐‐)
16%
0.94
80%
(+)
6%
(‐)
(+\‐‐)
18%
0.99
(+)
76%

Note: Scale used 1 to 5. 1=LLow and 5=High;; (+) = rated 4 orr 5; (+/−) = ratedd 3; (−) = rated 1 or 2

Table 16
1 Factor 2: Attmosphere Com
mfort by Clustter
(A) Young Exp
plorers
Sd
Frequency
(‐)
(
4%
4.35
5
0.86
(+
+\‐)
9%
(+)
(
87%
(‐)
(
7%
3
0.96
(+
+\‐)
14%
4.13
(+)
(
79%
(‐)
(
3%
4.27
7
0.86
(+
+\‐)
14%
(+)
(
83%
M

Quality of roaads and
paths in the garrden
Quality of visib
ble signs
in the park
Road layout makes
m
it
easy and conve
enient to
walk around

(B) Neighboringg Blue Collars
M
Sd
Frequen
ncy
5%
(‐)
4.31
0.922
(+\‐)
11%
(+)
84%
7%
(‐)
4.12
0.977
(+\‐)
15%
(+)
78%
3%
(‐)
4.23
0.788
(+\‐)
12%
(+)
85%

(C) Loyal Boom
mers
Sd
Freequency
5%
(‐)
4.29
0.88
(+\‐‐)
6%
89%
(+)
5%
(‐)
4.27
0.9
(+\‐‐)
12%
83%
(+)
5%
(‐)
4.38
(+\‐‐)
7%
0.91
(+)
88%
M

Note: Scale used 1 to 5. 1=LLow and 5=High;; (+) = rated 4 orr 5; (+/−) = ratedd 3; (−) = rated 1 or 2

Table 17 Faactor 3: Promo
otion & speciall activities by C
Cluster
(A) Young Exp
plorers
Sd
Frequency
(‐)
(
6%
(+
+\‐)
25%
3.9
9
0.86
(+)
(
69%
M

Level of information
about
plantts
and
wildlife provided in the
garden
Printed
material

pro
omotional

3.97c

0.97

Marketing
and
promotional acctivities.

66
3.6

0.88

(‐)
(
(+
+\‐)
(+)
(
(‐)
(
(+
+\‐)
(+)
(

7%
26%
67%
4%
48%
48%

(B)
( Neighboringg Blue Collars
M
Sd
Frequen
ncy
5%
(‐)
(+\‐)
22%
4.12
0.922

4

0.88

3.82

0.899

(+)

73%

(‐)
(+\‐)
(+)
(‐)
(+\‐)
(+)

0%
32%
68%
5%
35%
60%

Note: Scale used 1 to 5. 1=LLow and 5=High;; (+) = rated 4 orr 5; (+/−) = ratedd 3; (−) = rated 1 or 2
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M
4.1

(C) Loyal Boom
mers
Sd
Freequency
4%
(‐)
(+\‐
)
19%
0.84

4.20a

0.81

4.05

0.92

(+)

77%

(‐)
(+\‐)
(+)
(‐)
(+\‐)
(+)

2%
17%
81%
4%
27%
69%

Table
T
18 Factorr 4: Ambiance by Cluster
(A) Young Exxplorers
Sd
Frequency
(‐)
4%
4.03
0.93
(+\‐)
24%
(+)
72%
(‐)
3%
4.74
0.74
(+\‐)
0%
(+)
97%
(‐)
9%
(+\‐)
11%
4.17
1.08
(+)
80%
M

The experien
nce has
more
made
me
knowledgeable
e.
The setting was very
attractive.
At the Bokk Tower
Gardens, I felt like I was
in a differentt time or
place.

(B) Neighborinng Blue Collars
M
Sdd
Frequeency
(‐)
0%
4.15
0.772
(+\‐)
19%
(+)
81%
0%
(‐)
4.79
0.441
(+\‐)
0%
(+)
100%
3%
(‐)
(+\‐)
11%
4.31
0.88
(+)
86%

(C) Loyal Boom
mers
Sd
Frequency
(‐))
2%
0.93
(+\‐‐)
21%
4.18
(+))
77%
4%
(‐))
4.65
0.83
(+\‐‐)
1%
(+))
95%
6%
(‐))
(+\‐
‐)
10%
4.37
0.97
(+))
85%
M

Note: Scale used 1 to 5. 1=LLow and 5=High;; (+) = rated 4 orr 5; (+/−) = ratedd 3; (−) = rated 1 or 2

Table
T
19 Factorr 5: Amenities by Cluster
(A) Young Exxplorers
Sd
Frequency
(‐)
0%
c
0.81
(+\‐)
50%
3.72
(+)
50%
(‐)
1%
4..21
0.83
(+\‐)
21%
(+)
78%
(‐)
2%
4..12
0.78
(+\‐)
20%
(+)
78%
M

Variety of souvvenirs and
plants for purch
hase
Variety of plants and
wild life in the Gardens
G
Physical facilities at the
Bok Tower Gard
dens.

(B) Neighborin g Blue Collars
M
Sdd
Frequeency
(‐)
0%
3.91
0.883
(+\‐)
39%
(+)
61%
0%
(‐)
4.45
0.775
(+\‐)
15%
(+)
85%
3%
(‐)
4.26
0.885
(+\‐)
16%
(+)
81%

(C) Loyal Boom
mers
Sd
Frrequency
(‐)
0%
a
0.85
(+\\‐)
29%
4.14
(++)
71%
1%
(‐)
4.38
0.83
(+\\‐)
15%
(++)
84%
1%
(‐)
4.32
0.77
(+\\‐)
11%
(++)
88%
M

Note: Scale used 1 to 5. 1=LLow and 5=High;; (+) = rated 4 orr 5; (+/−) = ratedd 3; (−) = rated 1 or 2

Table
T
20 Perce
eption of Price by Cluster
(A) Young Expllorers
Sd
Frequency
F
(‐‐)
12%
0.99
(+\\‐)
32%
3.71
(+
+)
56%
2%
(‐‐)
3.61
0.77
(+\\‐)
51%
(+
+)
47%
0%
(‐‐)
0.78
(+\\‐)
56%
3.62
(+
+)
44%
M

The
price
admission

of

The price of fo
ood and
beverage
The prices of gifts and
plants

(B) Neighboring Blue Collars
M
Sd
Frequen
ncy
(‐)
8%
3.61
0.95
(+\‐)
46%
(+)
46%
(‐)
4%
3.58
0.8
(+\‐)
49%
(+)
47%
(‐)
4%
3.59
0.8
(+\‐)
49%
(+)
47%

Note: Scale used 1 to 5. 1=LLow and 5=High;; (+) = rated 4 orr 5; (+/−) = ratedd 3; (−) = rated 1 or 2
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(C) Loyal Boomers
Sd
Freequency
(‐)
1%
0.88
(+\‐)
45%
3.77
(+)
54%
4%
(‐)
3.82
0.92
(+\‐)
31%
(+)
65%
(‐)
6%
3.7
0.92
(+\‐)
39%
(+)
55%
M

Taable 21 Behavioral Intention
n by Cluster

I am very satisfied
with the quality of
the Bok Tower
T
Gardens.
In the futurre, I
intend to visitt the
Bok Tower Garrdens
again in the next
one year?
I am very like
ely to
spread
po
ositive
word‐of‐mouth
h
about
the Bok
Tower Gardenss.

(A) You
ung Explorers
M
Sd
Frequ
uency
(‐)
0%
(+\‐)
3%
0.55
4.57
(+)
97%
(‐)
(+\‐)

3.86c

11%
23%

1.12

4.52c

(B) Neighboring
N
Bluee Collars
M
Sd
Frequency
(‐)
0%
(+\‐)
8%
0.65
4.56
(+)
92%

3.87c

(‐)
(+\‐)

15%
21%

1.18

(C) Loyyal Boomers
M
Sd
Freequency
(‐)
0%
(+\‐
‐)
6%
0.61
4.58
94%
(+)

4.37a,b

(‐)
(+\‐‐)

10%
5%

1.1

(+)

66%

(+)

64%

(+)

85%

(‐)
(+\‐)

1%
4%

(‐)
(+\‐)

2%
3%

(‐)
(+\‐‐)

0%
1%

(+)

95%

(+)

95%

(+)

99%

0.65

4.58

0.64

4.75a

0.46

Note: Scale use
ed 1 to 5. 1=Low and 5=High; (+) = rated 4 or 5; (+/−)
(
= rated 3; ((−) = rated 1 or 2

Table
T
22 Itemss were not load
ded to factorss due to low co
orrelations
(A) You
ung Explorers
Sd
d
Frequenccy
%
(‐)
5%
04
(+\‐)
40
0%
3.84
1.0
(+)
55
5%
(‐)
0%
%
8
(+\‐)
26
6%
4.12
0.8
(+)
74
4%
0%
(‐)
10
4.07
1.0
05
(+\‐)
13
3%
(+)
77
7%
%
(‐)
8%
3.79
1.0
05
(+\‐)
33
3%
(+)
59
9%
(‐)
2%
%
3.79c
0.8
82
(+\‐)
40
0%
(+)
58
8%
%
(‐)
4%
3.63
0.8
8
(+\‐)
45
5%
(+)
51
1%
M

The
entertaainment
captivating.

wass

Hours
of
operation
n
(convenience and length)
Directions and
d road signs to
o
reach the Bok Tower
T
Gardens
Accessibility fo
or those with
h
special needs
Quality of food and beverage
Activities and
d facilities forr
children

(B) Neigghboring Blue Collars
M
Sd
Frequ
uency
5%
(‐)
4.03
0.92
(+\‐)
25%
(+)
70%
(‐)
0%
0.72
(+\‐)
26%
3.98
(+)
74%
8%
(‐)
3.98
0.99
(+\‐)
20%
(+)
72%
2%
(‐)
3.91
(+\‐)
40%
0.91
(+)
58%
(‐)
0%
0.83
(+\‐)
41%
3.87
(+)
59%
4%
(‐)
3.68
0.96
(+\‐)
48%
(+)
48%

Note: Scale used 1 to 5. 1=LLow and 5=High;; (+) = rated 4 orr 5; (+/−) = ratedd 3; (−) = rated 1 or 2
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(C) Loyal Boom
mers
Sd
Frrequency
4%
(‐‐)
4.133
0.95
(+\\‐)
22%
(++)
74%
(‐‐)
0%
4.199
0.8
(+\\‐)
24%
(++)
76%
10%
(‐‐)
4.055
1.08
(+\\‐)
15%
(++)
75%
7%
(‐‐)
3.966
0.99
(+\\‐)
25%
(++)
68%
(‐‐)
2%
4.188a
0.88
(+\\‐)
26%
(++)
72%
5%
(‐‐)
3.711
0.88
(+\\‐)
41%
(++)
54%
M

Table
T
23 Facto
or Analysis of EExperience
39.10%
Employees Perrformance (α=0.904)
Employees give
e individual atten
ntion.
Guides provide good quality off information.
Guides and other employees arre easy to be disstinguished
from visitors.
Employees provvide prompt serrvice.
Atmosphere Co
omfort (α=0.898)
Road layout maakes it easy and convenient to walk
w around
Quality of roads and paths in th
he garden
Quality of visible signs in the paark
pecial activities (α=0.840)
Promotion & sp
Printed promottional material
Marketing and promotional acttivities.
Level of information about plan
nts and wildlife provided in
the garden
Ambiance (α=0
0.791)
The setting wass very attractive.
At the Bok Tow
wer Gardens, I felt like I was in a different time
or place.
e has made me more
m
knowledge
eable.
The experience
Amenities (sho
opping and food) (α=0.789)
Variety of souvenirs and plantss for purchase
Quality of food and beverage
Variety of plantts and wild life in
n the Gardens

13.09%

Loadings
10.90%

7.91%

6.53%

0.846
0.83
0.825
0.825
0.886
0.873
0.855
0.835
0.795
0.74
0.869
0.804
0.681
0.873
0.845
0.656

Note: KMO=
=0.850; Chi‐Squaare=2353.52; df=
=120, p <.01
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